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NASA welcomes next WCTC
aerospace scholar to space center
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Oconomowoc

have

undergoing a wide range of
developments recently and
Stapleton
believes
the
expansion of the city is
also contributing to an
increased interest in living
in the heart of it all.
Eagles Landing residents
think that Oconomowoc is
the place to be, Stapleton
said.
“Residents of (Eagles
Landing) will be support
ing restaurants and stores
and that’s what grows a
healthy downtown,” Sta
pleton said.
Wednesday night band
concerts on the beach and
a variety of Village Green
events also appeal to those
choosing to make their
home in the new high-end
condominium.
Stapleton said she sus
pects every unit in the
building will be sold by
late fall due to the current
high levels of interest in
the space.
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WAUKESHA — Creating
an automated rover that
could retrieve objects on the
surface of Mars and wit
nessing rocket testing first
hand sounds like the dream
of any space enthusiast.
Waukesha County Technical
College student Dan Jones
got to take part in these
events and several others as
he attended the NASA Com
munity College Aerospace
onsite experience this June.
Now the third WCTC stu
dent to make his way to
Stennis Space Center in Mis
sissippi, he joins a group
that has been offered the
chance to work side by side
with NASA scientists, engi
neers and even astronauts.
“Being able to meet past
and present astronauts and
learning some of their life
lessons is something I will
never forget,” said Jones.
“Also, experiencing the test
ing of some of NASA’s most
powerful rocket engines up
close was incredible.”
While at Stennis Space
Center, Jones was able to
work on a group project
mentored by NASA engi
neers, attend briefings led
by engineers and scientists,
and tour NASA facilities.
Attendees formed the teams
to establish a fictional com
pany that is interested in
Mars exploration, and each
team was responsible for
creating and testing a proto
type rover, forming a compa
ny infrastructure, managing
a budget, and developing
communications and out
reach.
“I think it was just a great
experience to see what engi
neering was like at NASA
and see how they solve prob
lems,” said Jones. “It was
neat because they had edu
cational speakers come in
every day and share their
experiences with us.”
Jones,
a
student
in
WCTC’s Mechanical Design
Technology program, says
the software engineering
portion of the NASA experi
ence, used to help code the
rovers, was something he
had not recognized as signif
icant until going through it.
He says two of the most
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Dan Jones is the latest Waukesha County Technical
student to attend NASA’s aerospace scholars program.

memorable events during
his four-day stay were get
ting to see rocket testing and
speak with two current
astronauts,
who
shared
their experiences.
“It was a little nervewracking but at the same
time it was a great opportu
nity,” said Jones.
To be selected for the
NASA onsite experience,
Jones had to successfully
complete an intensive, fiveweek online component that
consists of 20 hours of Webbased
work,
interaction
with
other
participants,
webinars with NASA scien
tists and engineers, and
completion of a unique
NASA project.
He says he used the skills
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he’s learned WCTC to help
him with both the previsit
training and the tasks he
completed at Stennis.
“Physics and technical
math were both helpful in
understanding the inner
workings of the Mars rover
we had to build,” he said.
“Also, parametric design
played a significant role in
being able to design differ
ent parts of the rover.”
After learning about the
aerospace program from
one of the past participants,
Jones says students interest
ed should absolutely apply
and give it a shot. It’s open
specifically to community
college students in the
STEM fields and paid for in
full by NASA.
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